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The TACORO A-SJ photo backpack combines the convenience of access to equipment known from photo bags with
the comfort and capacity of a backpack. It is characterized by high quality of workmanship, large16 capacity
and
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exceptional functionality. Stiffening the structure and lining all internal surfaces with soft and delicate fabric guarantees
full equipment safety. The backpack has a capacious main compartment, a front pocket, a laptop pocket and side
pockets. The main compartment will contain a SLR camera with a lens (also with a telephoto lens), an additional 2-3
lenses, a flash lamp, a spare body. The front pocket is ideal for storing accessories such as filters, reductions or spare
batteries. Side pockets can be used to carry personal items, phone, wallet, bottle with drink, etc. The main compartment
can be adapted to the needs with the use of velcro compartments. The laptop pocket is located behind the main
compartment, a computer or tablet up to 13 "in diameter. The back of the backpack is covered with a sponge and
covered with a" breathable "fabric, which increases comfort during longer trips . The backpack is equipped with
comfortable, adjustable length braces with a belt at the height of the breasts and a handle in the upper part. The set
includes a strap with which we can attach a tripod to the front of the backpack. The backpack also has a convenient
carrying handle. Zip fasteners are protected against moisture. External dimensions (height x width x depth): 46 x 30 x
20 cm Internal dimensions of the main compartment (height x width x depth): 40 x 26 x 12 cm Materials from which the
backpack was made guarantee its extraordinary durability. These are: Polyester 1000S, polyester Ripstop, 2000D TXP
nylon, PE foam.
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